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 Dear “The Insight” Readers,  
 

We have launched a new column “AskSree”, on 19th June 2022 and we are 
publishing 13th in the series, today.  With the splendid response to the 
coloumn received so far, in providing appropriate solutions to your work life 
challenges, we decided to move the coloumn to First Page of our 
Newsletter. 
 

Organizational Psychologist Gayathiri Sridharan uses Psychological 
Researches to answer your everyday dilemmas. She received her training 
from Loughborough University, UK. As an Organizational Development 
Consultant with almost a decade of experience in various realms of Strategic 
Human Resource Management, she is committed to help organizations 
maximize their effectiveness. 
 

Send your queries  to @ itsmegayathiri@gmail.com  Solutions 

will be published in “The Insight”.  
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Dear Sree, 
 

I am working in Finance department in my organization and to encourage cross functional projects, the 
management has asked us to work with team members who belong to other departments.        The meetings 
take place every fortnight. Somehow, I just keep skipping the meetings. I can’t go ahead like this in the long run. 
Could you please help? 
 

– Wilfred Prakash 

Dear Wilfred Prakash 
 
This is a cognitive bias called ‘The Ostrich Effect’. Instead of facing something head on, you try to avoid it.  There are a four 
common of forms of avoidance: 
1. PHYSICAL AVOIDANCE - Avoiding obtaining potentially unpleasant information in the first place. E.g. avoiding booking, a 

performance review because you fear feedback, or not checking your utility bills because you don’t want to see how 
much it is. 

2. INATTENTION - You don’t pay proper attention to information because you want to avoid what it’s telling you, e.g. you 
don’t listen in your doctor’s appointment | you don’t monitor your career goals because you believe you’ll fail anyway. 

3. BIASED INTERPRETATION – You interpret information in a way that allows you to ignore the unpleasant implications, e.g. 
you avoid acknowledging that you’re in a toxic work culture by intentionally defending the poor behaviour. 

4. FORGETTING - You ‘forget’ unpleasant information 
 

How can you avoid this bias?  Next time you are called for the meeting……. ASK YOURSELF:  
o Does this meeting will help me in my career like improving my communication skill? 
o If so, am I pursuing or avoiding it? 
o If I’m avoiding it, why am I avoiding it? 
o What help/Support I need to attend it? 

Then, take ACTION -Seek support if you need it, but commit to doing. 
 

(Quick side note, Ostriches actually don’t stick their heads in the sand when threatened- that’s a misconception. They 
stick their heads in the sand to monitor & rotate their eggs ). 

 

Research:  (1)  Karlsson, N., Loewenstein, G., & Seppi, D. (2009). The ostrich effect: Selective attention to information. Journal of Risk and 
uncertainty, 38(2), 95-115. (2) -Golman, R., Hagmann, D., & Loewenstein, G. (2017). Information avoidance. Journal of economic 
literature, 55(1), 96-135. 
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THE INSIGHT     WEEKLY NEWSLETTER FROM                                                  

        HR VIDYALAYA CORPORATE SERVICES LLP 
Topic for the Week (BCP) Second headline (effective BCP) 

Saw a news item, which quantifies a loss around 225 crores, due 

to Bangalore Floods. Mere Assumptive?  

Does it show failure / non-functioning of the Business 

Continuity Plan (BCP)? Why there is no “effective BCP” that 

includes specific actions & assigned roles for such emergency?  

Usually, 4 major precautions shall be in place, namely: 

Response. What is the response, in the first few hours, by the 

establishment for any or similar business disruptions?  Only at 

this hour/s, the BCP is to be activated. 

Relocation. Where Work-From-Home (an evolved concept in 

Tech companies) has become a regular routine to all industries, 

post pandemic, such option should have been immediately 

activated or alternate facilities in safe location or other States, 

should have commenced.  (I hear what you think…. How WFH 

can be activated when the employees are stuck in rain water for 

5 hours? I am discussing about the hours after such event). 

The above 2 would have minimized the damage.  

Recovery. Assessment of damage for such period is done and 

based on that the business recovery should have commenced. A 

comprehensive Recovery strategy should be in place to 

minimize system down period and data loss. 

Restoration. A last criterion to ensure the systems are in place 

to continue the operation smoothly. Management to carefully 

document the incident to review it later. 

BCP is a continuous strategy with learnings from every such 

disruption. 

“You cannot solve a problem with the same 
mind that created it.” ~ Albert Einstein 

This time, next year, when we sit and discuss, 
we will not have anything (effective BCP) 
during such calamities.... not on a pessimistic 
note, but we have a mentality of “This Shall 
Too Pass”.  

Even if someone has a solution, such solution 
may be only for such challenge.  Because we 
usually apply “5 Why method” for such 
challenge and get resolve only for such 
challenge. 

We, India, overcame from the Pandemic better 
than any other country in the World. Why not 
from small challenges like this (when 
compared to Pandemic)? 

Time has come for the Industry to 
conceptualize Permanent BCP team, similar 
to QRT (Quick Response Team in major 
industries for internal emergencies), who can 
keep the business smooth in any eventuality.  
The team members of BCP may on a rotational 
basis, who will be doing a routine job, but to 
take care of the business continuity in case of 
the business disruptions (any and every such 
disruptions).  

Time to leap to new heights. 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Disclaimer 
The views and opinions expressed herein, are in no way to be considered legal or consultative advice. The thoughts merely represent the respective 

author’s opinion and for information purpose only. It cannot be treated as Legal Advice. Neither the Author nor HR Vidyalaya Corporate Services LLP makes 

any representation or warranties on the information/opinions, published 
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Establishments, commenced business, less than 5 years ago 

(5 years…meaning 5 Balance Sheets of respective FY’s) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Establishments, completed 5 Accounting years 

(5 years…meaning 5 Balance Sheets of respective FY’s) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20 or more 
employees (on roll) 

– in any one 
calendar year 

Establishment 
earned Profit (in any 
one or more FY, of 

first 5 years) 

For such FY (where 
profit is earned by 
establishment) –

Bonus is to be paid 

Statutory Bonus is payable to “persons” whose Basic (+DA) is ≤ Rs.21,000/month 

If Basic(+DA) has enhanced to more than Rs.21,000/- in between a FY, then 
Statutory Bonus is to be computed  for such months of eligibility and paid 

20 or more 
employees (on roll) – 
in any one calendar 

year 

Establishment 
whether earned 
Profit or NOT 

Statutory Bonus is 
to be paid to all 
eligible Persons 

Statutory Bonus payable to persons whose Basic (+DA) is ≤ Rs.21,000/month 

If Basic(+DA) has enhanced to more than Rs.21,000/- in between a FY, then Statutory 

Bonus is to be computed  for such months of eligibility and be paid 
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How bonus is computed 

 
Ξ Bonus is paid for those who worked for 30 days in the previous financial year 
Ξ Bonus is calculated for the previous financial year - % of bonus is declared (on Profit/Surplus) 
 

o Eligibility for bonus   A monthly salary of Rs.21,000/- or below (Basic + DA) 

o Basic+DA considered for  
Payment of bonus, if eligible   

 Annual salary for calculation  
 
EMPLOYEE WHO IS NOT NOTIFIED UNDER SCHEDULED EMPLOYMENT 
 

o If it is declared at 8.33%   
o If it is declared at 12%    
o If it is declared at 15%    
o If it is declared at 20% (max)   

 
EMPLOYEE WHO IS NOTIFIED UNDER SCHEDULED EMPLOYMENT 
 

If the Minimum wages is Rs.12,000 then  =   
 

 If it is declared at 8.33%   
 If it is declared at 10 %   
 If it is declared at 20% (max)  

 
If an employee who is earning 19,000 (Basic + DA) for 6 months in a Financial Year and the same was 
enhanced to Rs.22,000/- after increment/promotion after such 6 months…. Statutory Bonus is to be 
computed appropriately (for 6 months), example computation as per the following: 

 
   @8.33% (non-scheduled employment) = Rs.42,000 * 8.33% = Rs.3,500 (Rounded off) 
   @8.33% (Rs.19,000 MW)         = Rs.1,14,000 * 8.33% = Rs.9,496 
 

o If bonus paid as monthly, (Rs.7000 / 12 = Rs.583.00), then at the end of the financial year, it 
needs to be reconciled with the “bonus declared/disbursed”. 

o Statutory Bonus for those who get Rs.21,001/- and above - Statutorily it is not payable.   
o If the management pays bonus for them, it is recorded as Ex-gratia.  And there is no 

necessity to show it in the bonus register or return. 
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First 5 years (Infancy Period) 

Infancy period where Bonus is not applicable 
 

After set-up of an establishment, the first five 

accounting years where - the goods produced 

or manufactured in the establishment are sold 

or services are rendered by the establishment 

as the case may be and profits are derived is 

called as Infancy period 

 

Other than regular employees  - Who else is 

eligible to receive Statutory Bonus 

1. Probationer 

2. Sweepers working on part-time basis are 

also eligible for bonus (but not on 

Contractor’s role) 

3. Resigned employees too, are eligible  

4. Daily wagers are also eligible for bonus 

 

First 5 years (Infancy Period) 

However, the new establishments 

earning profits within the infancy 

period of 5 years shall pay the bonus 

for the accounting years in which they 

earn profits 

  

Who is not eligible for Bonus? 

1. Employees who have worked less than 30 days 

in previous FY & those engaged thru contractors 

2. Any employee dismissed from service for 

(1)Fraud (2) Riotous or violent behavior while on 

the premises of the establishment or (3) Theft,  

misappropriation or sabotage of any property of 

establishment and (4) due to POSH complaint 

3. Apprentice engaged thru Apprentices Act, 1961 

Bonus Act not applicable for certain 

Establishments 

1. General or Life Insurance Company 

2. Merchant shipping, Dock Workers, 

Central or State Government 

3. Educational Institutions/ Universities, 

Hospitals, Chambers of Commerce, 

Indian Red Cross, RBI (Non-profit orgs.) 

 

Deemed worked days 
For the purpose Bonus eligibility  

1. Maternity leave 

2. Paid leave 

3. Lay off 

4. Absent due to temporary 

disablement 
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Do you know what is Abandoned Property in Labour legislation? 

All unpaid accumulations shall be deemed to be abandoned property 
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“one infinite pure and holy                                                      

beyond thought beyond qualities I bow down to thee” 

On this day  - 11th September 1893, 
Narendranath Dutta, universally known as 

Swami Vivekananda, gave a groundbreaking 

speech to the 1893 World Parliament of 

Religions. 

 

In which he introduced Hinduism to America 

and called for religious tolerance, INCLUSION 

and an end to fanaticism 

 

How Chicago and Whole of America 

Remembered Swami Vivekananda…… 

http://www.hrvidyalaya.in/
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எத்தனை க ோடி இன்பம் னைத்தோய்  

எங் ள் இனைைோ இனைைோ இனைைோ! 

(How many crores of pleasure have you given our Lord, Lord, Lord!) 

 

 

A family man who is in Utter Penury…..  

Written at a time when he was starving, but had vision to appreciate NATURE….  

The munificence of the GOD….  

And wrote the above literary work... 

 

Nevertheless, a Visionary who respected the Women 

“God dwells, where women are worshipped”.  

o He penned so many poems on women’s emancipation. 

o He is the first Poet who fought for Women’s education.  

o He condemned Child Marriage and evil custom of Old men marrying Young women. 

o He wholeheartedly supported widow remarriage and penned that evils of bondage and 

slavery of women shall be thrown into fire. 

Bharathiyar said, 

“The days of those who thought it was sin for women to touch the books 

are no more and have been put to shame”. 
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HR Vidyalaya Corporate Services LLP is a Technological Partner to 

Greytip Software Pvt. Ltd. 

 

 

 

For Providing INDIA PAYROLL 

 

Are you Perplexed with words Like 

Compliance  Reports  Timely  Cloud Based 

Accurate  Dedicated Support       IPA  ESS 

 

We will provide Timely and Qualitative Solution in Payroll 
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